The History of Work Reporting Numbers in the Postal Inspection Service
About a month ago, the question about the origin of WRNs in the Postal Inspection
Service came up. The question was posted to NARPI members as to how this all
started and who was Number 001. I appreciate all the responses and here is what I
have been able to distill.
• 001 was not assigned to Benjamin Franklin, despite the number of suggestions
from NARPI members, some of who may have served with Ben.
• 007 will always be James Bond, although I have that assigned as my badge
number.

The best information on the origin of WRNs comes from Retired Inspector Randy
Stewart, who spoke to Retired Inspector John Gormley. John was appointed an
Inspector in 1955 and he recalled that WRNs came out shortly thereafter. He was WRN
0010. According to John, the initial distribution and assignment of numbers was not
based on seniority. Rather, it was alphabetical, starting with the Atlanta Division and
then starting with domiciles. John was in the Atlanta Domicile which is how he got
0010. Inspector V.E. Fake in the Jacksonville Domicile was 0023.
Retired Inspector Jim Hunt agrees with that, but thinks it started around 1963. He
was in the Cincinnati Division and said George Hicks was 0341, he was 0342 and Bob
Moore was 0343. The numbering sounds about right, with Inspectors in the Atlanta,
Boston, Chattanooga, and Chicago Divisions receiving WRNs before Cincinnati.
Credential numbers are a different story. From the 1800s, credentials were issued on
a yearly basis, expiring at the end of the year. An 1879 credential from Post Office
Special Agent Simeon D. Reynolds bears Number 91.

When the Special Agent title was changed to Post Office Inspector by an act of
Congress in 1880, the numbering system continued. An 1896 credential from Post
Office Inspector E.C. Clement bears Number 32.

The credential numbers did not seem to be related to anything in particular. Annual
credentials were issued until sometime in the 1950s. Credentials of Post Office
Inspector John Streich for 1949, showed he had Credential Number 826; in 1950, it
was 198. Later, the expiration date was extended for four years: his 1957 Postal
Inspector credential was good until 1961 and was numbered 165; his 1961 credential
as Inspector in Charge was Number 51 and expired in 1965.

The credential numbers did not have any relationship to WRNs until William Cotter
came over from the CIA and was appointed Chief Postal Inspector by Richard Nixon in
1969. According to Retired Inspector Dave Krasula, that appointment also ended the
long-standing practice of the New York Inspector in Charge moving up to become Chief
Inspector if he was of the winning political party. Up until that time Inspectorappointees still had to list their political party. The Chief's position and NY INC were

the top positions, ranking 1 and 2 in importance. If a Democrat was the president,
then the Chief was a Democrat. If a Republican won, the Democrat retired or swapped
positions with the New York INC, who would have been a Republican. Cotter's
appointment changed all that.
The credential numbering system changed in early 1970. According to Retired
Inspector Cordell Swindle, training for new Inspectors was revised July 1, 1969; he
was in Class 7, beginning January 31, 1970. At the beginning of training, student
Inspectors were issued old Post Office Department credentials with no photo. His was
Credential Number 4692, dated July 1, 1969, with Chief Cotter’s initials in the upper
right corner. Upon graduation, he received a new credential with the new numbering
system and a photo. His credential number matched his WRN: 1714. Those in the
field also had their credentials changed at this time. Retired Inspector Pete Wade said
his credential number was changed from 1445 to 1449, which was his WRN.
With this change the initial designation of WRNs also changed to reflect seniority.
An example of credentials with photos and the changes of a thirty-year career can be
seen in the credentials of Retired Inspector Joe Byers.

For those of you wondering, the WRNs for the recently graduated Inspector class
ended with WRN 7279.
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